The notion of intrinsic references, i.e. references based on the hash digest of the referent, is introduced and contrasted with that of physical references, where the referent is defined relative to the state of a physical system. A retrieval mechanism using intrinsic references, the Elephant Store, is presented. The use of intrinsic references in hierarchical data structures is discussed, and the advantages regarding version management, consistency and distributed storage are argued.
Introduction
Cryptographic quality hash functions, such as MD5 [8] and SHA-1 [4] , have been developed for use in authentication, digital signature and other security applications. A cryptographic hash function is a function from a sequence of bytes, S, to a short, fixed size sequence of bytes, H that is collision resistant and one way. Collision resistance means that it is extremely difficult to find two different sequences of bytes that have the same hash, and one way means that given the hash of a byte sequence, it is extremely difficult to re-construct the byte sequence.
Collision resistance implies the hash of a byte sequence can be considered as a unique 'signature' for the sequence. As a result, various authors have suggested using hash digests as universal names or intrinsic references for data objects. The first public discussion of the idea seems to be in the 1992 deliberations on URIs (Universal Resource Identifiers.) Since then this idea has been put forward as a means of managing shared libraries and other software components [5] , among others.
In this paper we extend the notion of intrinsic references to structured data by introducing HDAGs (Hash Based Acyclic Directed Graphs). We sketch the design of two applications, an email service and a directory versioning system, where HDAGs are used. Using these examples, we argue that HDAGS greatly facilitate the consistent replication of state information in distributed applications and allow efficient, decentralized implementation of multiple views and versions in shared workspaces.
The paper is organized as follows: we first examine hash based references in more detail, and discuss a distrib-uted mechanism for storage and retrieval of data based on intrinsic references. We then present HDAGs, and discuss their properties. Next we present two applications that can take advantage of this idea: a distributed, versioned file system, and a distributed mail server.
References: Physical vs. Intrinsic

Physical References
References are ubiquitous in computing. Memory addresses, URLs, file names are references. Every reference has a referent-the data that is referred to.
By the reference-referent relation we have in mind the relation between two pieces of data, where given the first piece of data (reference) it is possible to retrieve the other piece (referent) unambiguously, and in a way that was intended by the designer of the system. Commonly, the relationship between reference and referent is defined relative to the state of some physical system. Memory addresses refer to the contents of a particular section of physical memory on a particular machine. URLs refer to the contents of a file on a given web server. File names refer to the contents of a particular section of a physical disk. Consequently, if the state of the physical system changes, the referent changes too.
We call these types of references, where the relationship between the reference and referent is defined by the state of a physical system, physical references.
Typically, physical references encode a location on the physical system where the referent is to be found. They are often hierarchical, reflecting the structure of hierarchically organized storage systems. Note, however, that physical references need not always be location based. For example, consider a dictionary, where the key is the reference and the value is the referent. Here, the key does not give a direct indication of the location of the value, but the key is still a physical reference for the value, because the value associated with a key depends on the state of the storage mechanism that implements the dictionary.
In a distributed world, using the state of a physical system to establish the relationship between a reference and its referent means that all access to the referent has to be via the physical system in question. This makes the physical 2 system a bottleneck, and also a potential point of failure: if it loses its state, the information is gone.
Attempting to make the physical system less of a bottleneck by replicating the storage mechanism creates consistency problems, because the state of all the replicas must be kept in synchrony. The larger the physical system (data base, file system etc.,) and the greater the physical distance between the replicas, the harder it is to keep them synchronized.
Intrinsic References
Any finite sequence of bytes, S, can be uniquely, succinctly and universally referred to by its (cryptographic) hash digest, R. Modulo the collision resistant nature of the hash function, a hash value used as reference has the following properties:
• State independence: given the byte sequence S, its reference is uniquely determined by S. This relationship only relies on the definition of the hash function, and not the state of any physical system.
• Uniqueness: a given reference R can only refer to the byte sequence S from which it was obtained by applying the hash function. These two properties of hash based references imply that such references are immutable in a strong sense: changing the referent of a hash based reference, by accident or by design, requires finding a collision for the hash function. We call references based on the hash values of the referent intrinsic references.
Of course, given that hash functions are one way, we still need a physical storage mechanism to store and retrieve the referents, but the referent is not defined with respect to the state of any storage device. It is defined as a byte sequence which, when the hash function is applied to it, will yield the reference.
Intrinsic references and distributed storage
Using intrinsic references allows us to build a loosely organized, distributed, replicated storage mechanism. This storage mechanism is guaranteed (within the collision resistant margin of the hash function) not to suffer from reference-referent inconsistency. This is because:
• On storage, local stores or caches do not need to be told what the reference for a given piece of data is. They calculate it themselves, using the hash function. There is no need for any form of external consistency control mechanism in the referent-reference binding.
• On retrieval, no matter which local store the data is retrieved from, the client of the store can simply hash the retrieved data and compare it with the reference. If the hash is the same as the reference, the retrieved data is correct. In the rest of this paper, we assume the existence of such a storage mechanism, and call it the Elephant store ('the store'). We will not discuss the implementation details of the Elephant store further in this paper. The most important attribute of the Elephant store is that it can be replicated and distributed without concern for reference-referent inconsistency, and this attribute is what we will draw on in the discussions that follow.
Opaque representation of data-structures
Hash functions are defined for byte sequences as input.
To store an instance of a data structure in the Elephant store, one can apply a serialization mapping from the data structure to a byte sequences, and store the byte sequence. We call this the opaque representation of the data structure, because the structure of the data is hidden in the resulting byte sequence. We call the hash of the serialization the opaque reference for the data structure.
To retrieve the data structure instance, the byte sequence is retrieved from the store, and the de-serialization algorithm is applied to re-construct the data structure.
We use the pictorial representation depicted in Figure 1 to show the opaque storage of a data structure.
One point worth mentioning here is that to extend the identity property of intrinsic references (i.e. two references are equal if and only if their referents are equal) to data structures, the serialization routine must be designed so that semantically equal data structures are mapped to identical sequence of bytes. For example, two sets are equal iff they have the same members. If we want to detect the equality of two sets by comparing references to the sets, then the serialization routine for sets must ensure that equal sets are always serialized to the same byte sequence. We can achieve this, for example, by defining an order relation on the elements of the set, and making sure that the elements of the sets are serialized in ascending order. solid circle represents hash digest, which is the opaque reference for the data structure solid line above data structure represents serialization box represents data structure 
HDAGs
An HDAG (Hash based Acyclic Directed Graph) is a persistent data structure for hierarchical data that uses intrinsic references where traditionally memory pointers have been used. Figure 2 is an HDAG representation of the state of a file system. In this graph, nodes correspond to directories or files, and arcs represent the directory-subdirectory relationship. HDAGs are an alternative to the opaque representation of hierarchical data structures. We will contrast these two representations in a later section.
In order to describe HDAGs more precisely, we need a little formalism.
• A data node is a byte sequence. • Let N be a set of data nodes and R ⊂ N×N a binary relation on N. We call the combination of N and R a directed graph, and represent it as D N,R . R is acyclic iff the transitive closure of R does not contain <x,x> for any x. D N,R is a DAG (directed acyclic graph) iff R is acyclic.
• Let D N,R be a DAG. We call the set of nodes x where <n,x>∈R the children of n. D N,R is rooted if there is a node n such that for all x in N, <n,x> is in the transitive closure of R. In such a case, we call n the root of D N,R .
• A hash digest is a fixed size sequence of bytes (16 for MD5, 20 for SHA-1)
• A hash function is a function from arbitrary sized byte sequences to hash digests. We use hash(s) to generically designate the application of the hash function to the sequence s. When a specific hash function is discussed, we use the name of the function e.g. MD5(s)
• An H node is a tuple <d,S> were d is a data node and S is a set of hash digests.
• There are functions serialize and deserialize that map H nodes to byte sequences and back, such that unseri-alize(serialize(x))=x for any H node x, and serialize(x)=serialize(y) iff x=y.
• For an H node x, we call hash(serialize(x)) the digest of x.
• Let D N,R be a DAG, and n∈N. In the context of D N,R , the H node <n,S> represents n iff S is the set of digests of the H nodes representing the children of n. This recursive definition is well founded since the relation R is a partial order.
• The set of HDAG nodes E is the HDAG representation of D N,R iff in the context of D N,R every member of E represents a node in N and every node in N is represented by a member of E.
• Let D N,R be a rooted DAG, and n the root node of D N,R .
Let <n,S> be the HDAG representation of n in the context of D N,R . Then we call hash(serialize(<n,S>)) the root digest of D N,R . Example: Let Figure 3 shows the DAG and its HDAG representation.
The following propositions provide the justification for using the root digest of a rooted HDAG as the intrinsic reference for the whole HDAG. These propositions assume D N,R is a DAG, and are with respect to given serialize, deserialize and hash functions. These propositions can be proved using induction on R. Proposition 1It is computationally easy to find an HDAG representation of D N,R . Proposition 2The HDAG representation of D N,R is unique.
Proposition 3Let D N,R be rooted, and let r be the root digest of D N,R . Then finding a DAG different from D N,R with the same root digest is at least as hard as finding a collision for the hash function.
Given a rooted HDAG, the root digest is the opaque reference for the topmost H node. But we can justifiably consider it as the intrinsic eference for the whole HDAG because by propositions 2 and 3 above there is a one-to-one correspondence (modulo the collision resistant nature of the hash function) between the root digest and the whole HDAG. For example, if we use a rooted HDAG to represent the state of a file system, the root digest uniquely represents the state of the whole directory structure and not just the topmost directory.
Versions, views and change
The opaque representation of a hierarchical structure maps the whole structure into a byte sequence, and uses the digest of the byte sequence as the reference for the data structure. For example, the opaque representation of the state of a file system maps the whole hierarchical structure to a sequence of bytes (one example of such an opaque representation is a 'tarball', using the unix tar program to archive a directory). If the data structure changes in any way, e.g. one file in the directory structure is edited, then the opaque representation of the new structure is different from the old representation, and the digest is different too. When the two representations are stored in the Elephant store, there is no relationship between them.
When HDAGs are used to represent hierarchical structures, however, the situation is different. Consider the HDAG representation of the directory state in figure 2. Let us say that we now edit the file called 'Cats' in the directory 'Papers', and create an HDAG representation of the new state of the file system. Figure 4 shows the old and new states of the file system side by side.
The HDAG representation of the new state of the file system differs from the old representation in the spine of the tree going up from the representation of the 'Cats' file all the way to the representation of the 'Top' directory. It shares with the HDAG representation of the old state the representation of all the directories that have not been affected by the change, e.g. the 'Project' and the 'Personal' directories.
Both the opaque representation and the HDAG representation of the old and new directory states provide immutable, intrinsic references for the two states. However, while the opaque representation creates two completely independent byte sequences ('tarballs'), in the HDAG representation the two rooted trees representing the old and new states share the representation of all the directories that have not changed. Thus the HDAG representation is considerably more efficient in storage costs. When the storage mechanism is to be distributed and replicated, the HDAG representation also saves considerably on the communication cost between the replicas. Furthermore, the HDAG representation maintains the structure of the directories, and can be used for such tasks as finding all the subdirectories that have not changed.
HDAGs are an excellent basis for building a distributed version management system. This is because:
• Every version of a directory is represented by a unique, intrinsic reference that can be easily communicated (e.g. in an email)
• Replication and caching of underlying HDAG structures will never lead to inconsistency, thus making it much easier to build a distributed, mirrored version management system • Where different versions share sub-directories or files, the storage and communication costs are shared between the versions. Thus if I have already cached the HDAG corresponding to version 1.0, and version 1.1 differs from 1.0 by only one file, I will have to retrieve only the new file, and the H nodes corresponding to the spine of the directory above that file.
Named Current State
Many applications need to support what can be called 'named current state'. For example, software projects often designate a given directory on a version control system as the 'working directory'. The working directory is the location of the latest version of all project files, and represents the 'current state' of the project. The directory's name distinguishes it from other directories that might designate the current state of other projects. Another example is an IMAP mail server. There, for each user there is a folder structure that holds the current state of the user's various mailboxes. The user's name is used to distinguish this folder from all other folders on the server.
When the state is a hierarchical structure, a common way to implement named current state is to map it to files and directories within a file system on a given server. For example, IMAP servers often map a given user's mailbox structure to a directory on the server, with the subdirectories corresponding to the user's mailboxes. The current state of the user's mailbox structure is determined by the state of this directory on the IMAP server. When new mail arrives, for example, it is added to the 'inbox' subdirectory. In a traditional, centralized client-server architecture, where all data is stored on the server, it is covenient to implement current state by mapping it to the state of a directory on the server's file system. However, for familiar consistency reasons, it is difficult to distribute and replicate such a server. The difficulty is compounded when, as is the case with version control systems, the 'current state' is composed of many components, organized in a hierarchical structure, that need to be mutually consistent.
As previously discussed, HDAGs can represent an arbitrarily complex hierarchical data structure and provide a unique, intrinsic reference for it. We take advantage of this property of HDAGs to create a simple mechanism for keeping track of state. The mechanism is that of variable bindings, familiar from programming languages.
A variable binding is a pair <V,R>, where V is a byte string of the same length as the output of the hash function, and R the root digest of an HDAG. Intuitively, V represents the 'name' part of named current state, and R the value of the current state. For example, in the case of an IMAP server, V could be the hash of the user's name, and R the root digest of the HDAG representing the current state of the user's mailbox.
Variable bindings are maintained by a dedicated server that is separate from the Elephant store. We call this mechanism the variable server for the given application. When the state represented by a given variable changes, e.g. when a new mail is added to a user's mailbox, the variable server computes the new value for the variable, and changes the variable binding changes to reflect the new state. Figure 5 shows the variable server for a hypothetical IMAP service.
The tree diagram on the right of the picture is an HDAG representing the state of Vana's mailbox. When Vana receives a new mail, the mail server computes a new mail box structure from the old mailbox structure plus the just received mail, and replaces the old value of the Vana's mailbox variable with the new value. Figure 6 shows how the new mail box is computed from the old mail box and the new mail.
The new mailbox and old mailbox data structures share all the data and references relating to the folders other than the inbox. In the data structure corresponding to the inbox, also, all the old messages and their references are re-used. Thus three new records are added to the Elephant store: that for the new message, that for the new inbox, and that for the new mailbox.
This example illustrates two crucial points about the way the variable store is used for representing state. The first point is that the variables in the variable store point to whole, internally consistent, data structures such as a mail box. At all the levels lower than that, immutable references are used. When there is a change, such as a new email in the inbox, we create a whole data structure to replace the old data structure. The second point is that by using HDAGs, we avoid the cost of copying the bulk of the new data structure, since we can use structure sharing without loss of consistency.
Thus the use of HDAGs is essential to this architecture. If we were to use an opaque representation for the mailbox, every time the state of the mailbox changes we would have to serialize and copy the entire new mailbox to the Elephant store, which can be much more expensive.
So what are the advantages of this archtecture?
• Server load. All the data is kept in the distributed Elephant store. The main burden of traditional IMAP servers, which is the storage and IO associated with message retrieval, is handled by the Elephant store, not the server. The only storage and retrieval function of the server is concerned with the variable store, and at one variable per user, this is very light. Semantically speaking, when we copy the new value of the mailbox variable from the variable store, we are copying the whole mailbox, lock stock and barrel. Thus, from a semantic point of view, it is as if we keep the mail on the server, and every time we synchronize, we copy the whole mailbox. Physically, however, we only copy the reference, and when we retrieve the contents of the mailbox, only those bits of the mailbox that have changed.
Thus, even though we have to keep a centrally managed variable store, we still gain considerably by using the Elephant Store and variable store combination. This advantage is multiplied when, as is common, many mail messages in the mail system have the same attachment. The attachment will be stored in the Elephant store only once, and if it is already cached on a client machine, will not be retrieved again.
Related Work
HDAGs, and their application to version management and state management are new. However, using hash digests as a reference mechanism for file content is not new: it was first mentioned in the discussions on URI (Universal Resource Identifier) mechanisms. It was never adopted as a way to implement URIs.
In [5] a scheme is proposed for using hash digests as content derived names (CDN) for software components such as shared libraries (DLLs). Under this scheme, shared libraries would be identified using their CDN, and the programs that need to load them would use the CDN instead of the file name. This, it is argued, would overcome the version incompatibility problems that occur with modularized software.
Hash digests have been used extensively for file comparison, for example in [1] , where it is used for avoiding the duplicate storage of identical files, and in backup systems. The use of digests for file comparison is different, however, from their use as a reference mechanism, used for retrieving documents.
There are many proposed systems for a location independent, distributed file system, such as PAST [3] , Ocean-Store [6] and Freenet [2] . None of these systems use the hash of the contents of the file as the reference. The architecture and search mechanisms used by these systems, however, are relevant to the implementation of the Elephant store since they use opaque, location independent file identifiers.
